Faculty Council IDE Committee
January 29, 2024

Attending: Neil Fox, John Lannin, Ellen Moore, Jenny Bossaller

We are looking forward to the release of the Salary Report, since that was part of the IDE Committee’s charge from 2021. We hope that it is broken down in terms of schools and various demographics or that it is available in a format that will allow queries, including Mizzou Forward hires, who might skew the data. We also hope that people currently under NTT designation can be queried as well, using demographics.

We applaud efforts and movement towards renaming NTT faculty as Professional-track faculty.

Regarding the renaming of NTT: we discussed the recent study that was completed regarding possible pressure to withdraw from the tenure process, when TT-faculty are being converted to NTT positions. Is there any evidence regarding a breakdown of those by gender or other characteristics, regarding people who convert the nature of their appointment? These are probably items for Academic Affairs.